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Adding(+) a Common Constant to Each Datum or 
Multiplying(X) Each Datum by a Common Constant

Inserting插入 a Datum ‘0’ into a Set of Data

Deleting刪去 a Datum from a Set of Data

Effects of Changes in Data 
on Central Tendency



Adding a Common Constant to Each Datum or
Multiplying Each Datum by a Common Constant
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What are the effects on the central 

tendency of a set of data after 

adding a constant to each datum 

or multiplying each datum by a 

common constant?



Adding a Common Constant to Each Datum or
Multiplying Each Datum by a Common Constant
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Consider the following set of data.

adding 4 to 

each datum

Multiplying each 

datum by 3

1. The mean, the median and the mode of set B are greater than those

of data set A by 4 respectively.

Data set A:
1, 3, 5, 5, 6 

Data 

set
Mean Median Mode

A 4 5 5

B 8 9 9Data set B:

5, 7, 9, 9, 10

Data set C:

3, 9, 15, 15, 18

2. The mean, the median and the mode of set C are 3 times those

of set A respectively.

C 12 15 15
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Adding a Common Constant to Each Datum or
Multiplying Each Datum by a Common Constant

In general, for a set of data with mean x, median y and mode z,

if a constant k is added to each datum or each datum is

multiplied by a constant k, we have

New mean New median New mode

Adding a constant k to 

each datum 
x + k y + k z + k

Multiplying each datum 

by a constant k
kx ky kz
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Example 1

The mean, the median and the mode of the durations of some videos

are 18 minutes, 22 minutes and 20 minutes respectively. Find the new

mean, the new median and the new mode of the durations

Adding a Common Constant to Each Datum or
Multiplying Each Datum by a Common Constant

(a)

(a) when a theme song of 2 minutes long is added to each video, and

(b) then the duration of each video is reduced by 10% after editing.

New mean = (18 + 2) minutes = 20 minutes

New median = (22 + 2) minutes = 24 minutes

New mode = (20 + 2) minutes = 22 minutes

(b) New mean = 20  (1 – 10%) minutes = 18 minutes

New median = 24  (1 – 10%) minutes = 21.6 minutes

New mode = 22  (1 – 10%) minutes = 19.8 minutes
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What are the effects on the 

central tendency of a set of 

data after inserting a datum ‘0’ 

into the set of data?

Inserting a Datum ‘0’ into a Set of Data
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Inserting a Datum ‘0’ into a Set of Data

Consider the following sets of positive data.

Inserting a ‘0’ 

Data set A:

2, 3, 7, 9, 9 

Data set Mean Median Mode

A 6 7 9

B 5 5 9

Inserting a ‘0’ 

Data set C:

1, 3, 3, 6, 8 

Data set Mean Median Mode

C 4.2 3 3

D 3.5 3 3

Data set B:

0, 2, 3, 7, 9, 9 

Data set D:

0, 1, 3, 3, 6, 8 

Mean

Median

Mode

We have: Decreases

Decreases or remains unchanged

Remains unchanged
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Inserting a Datum ‘0’ into a Set of Data

Consider the following sets of negative data.

Inserting a ‘0’ 

Data set A:

–2, –3, –7, –9, –9 

Data set Mean Median Mode

A –6 –7 –9

B –5 –5 –9

Inserting a ‘0’ 

Data set C:

–1, –3, –3, –6, –8 

Data set Mean Median Mode

C –4.2 –3 –3

D –3.5 –3 –3

Data set B:

0, –2, –3, –7, –9, –9 

Data set D:

0, –1, –3, –3, –6, –8 

Mean

Median

Mode

We have: Increases

Increases or remains unchanged

Remains unchanged
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Inserting a Datum ‘0’ into a Set of Data

In general, we have the following facts.

Case 1: Consider a set of positive data.

After inserting a datum ‘0’, we have

Mean Decreases

Median Decreases or remains unchanged

Mode Remains unchanged

Mean Increases

Median Increases or remains unchanged

Mode Remains unchanged

Case 2: Consider a set of negative data.

After inserting a datum ‘0’, we have
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Example 3

(a)

= 8.4 points

Mean = points 
5

6910710 ++++

Median = 9 points

Inserting a Datum ‘0’ into a Set of Data

Mode = 10 points

(a) Find the mean, the median and the mode of the scores of the five shots.

(b) In the 6th shot, Joey misses the target and scores 0 point. Find the mean, 

the median and the mode of the scores of the six shots.

In an archery practice, Joey scores 10 points, 7 points, 10 points, 9 points, 

6 points in the first five shots.

 Arrange the scores in ascending order
(in points):

6, 7, 9, 10, 10
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Example 3

(b)

= 7 points

Median = 8 points

Inserting a Datum ‘0’ into a Set of Data

Mode = 10 points

Mean = points 
6

06910710 +++++

In an archery practice, Joey scores 10 points, 7 points, 10 points, 9 points, 

6 points in the first five shoots.

(a) Find the mean, the median and the mode of the scores of the five shoots.

(b) In the 6th shoot, Joey misses the arrow and scores 0 point. Find the 

mean, the median and the mode of the scores of the six shoots.

Arrange the scores in ascending order
(in points):

0, 6, 7, 9, 10, 10
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What are the effects on the 

central tendency of a set of 

data after deleting a datum 

from the set of data?

Deleting a Datum from a Set of Data
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Deleting a Datum from a Set of Data

Consider the following set of data.

Delete ‘3’ 

from the set

1. When the datum removed is smaller than the original mean,

Data set A:
1, 3, 5, 5, 6 

Data set B:

1, 5, 5, 6

Data set C:

1, 3, 5, 5
Delete ‘6’ 

from the set

Data set Mean

A 4

2. When the datum removed is greater than the original mean,

Data set Mean

A 4

Mean

B 4.25

the new mean increases.

the new mean decreases.

C 3.5
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Deleting a Datum from a Set of Data

When the datum removed is smaller than the original median,

the new median increases or remains unchanged.

Delete ‘2’ 

from the setData set A:
2, 3, 4, 6, 8 

Data set B:

3, 4, 6, 8

Data set Median

A 4

Delete ‘3’ 

from the setData set P:
1, 3, 4, 4, 8 

Data set Q:

1, 4, 4, 8

Data set Median

P 4

Median

Consider the following sets of data.

If we delete a datum which is smaller than the original median,

what will be the new median?

B 5

Q 4
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Deleting a Datum from a Set of Data

Delete ‘8’ 

from the setData set X:
2, 4, 4, 8, 9 

Data set Y:

2, 4, 4, 9

Delete ‘6’ 

from the setData set A:
2, 3, 4, 6, 8 

Data set C:

2, 3, 4, 8

Data set Median

A 4

Data set Median

X 4

When the datum removed is greater than the original median,

the new median decreases or remains unchanged.

Consider the following sets of data.

If we delete a datum which is greater than the original median,

what will be the new median?

Median

C 3.5

Y 4
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Deleting a Datum from a Set of Data
Mode

Consider the following set of data.

Delete ‘2’ 

from the set

When the datum removed is not equal to the original mode,

Data set A:
1, 2, 3, 3, 7 

Data set B:

1, 3, 3, 7

Data set Mode

A 3

B 3

the mode remains unchanged.
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Example 4

(a) Arrange the data in ascending order: 5, 6, 8, 9, 10, 10, 22, 26

Consider the set of data: 8, 22, 10, 6, 26, 10, 5, 9.

 
8

262210109865 +++++++
Mean =

Deleting a Datum from a Set of Data

(a) Find the mean, the median and the mode of the set of data.

(b) If the datum ‘26’ is removed from the set of data, will the mean

increase, decrease or remain unchanged?

(c) If the datum ‘8’ is removed from the set of data, will the median

increase, decrease or remain unchanged?

(d) If the datum ‘5’ is removed from the set of data, will the mode

change?

= 12

Median = 9.5

Mode = 10
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Example 4

(b) Since 26 is greater than the original mean 12,

the mean will decrease.

Deleting a Datum from a Set of Data

From (a),

mean = 12,

median = 9.5,

mode = 10

Alternative Method

= 10

Consider the set of data: 8, 22, 10, 6, 26, 10, 5, 9.

(a) Find the mean, the median and the mode of the set of data.

(b) If the datum ‘26’ is removed from the set of data, will the mean

increase, decrease or remain unchanged?

(c) If the datum ‘8’ is removed from the set of data, will the median

increase, decrease or remain unchanged?

(d) If the datum ‘5’ is removed from the set of data, will the mode

change?

Mean =  
7

2210109865 ++++++

∴ The mean will decrease.

< 12 (the original mean)
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Example 4

Deleting a Datum from a Set of Data

(c) The new set of data is 5, 6, 9, 10, 10, 22, 26.

Median = 10

∴ The median will increase.

Consider the set of data: 8, 22, 10, 6, 26, 10, 5, 9.

(a) Find the mean, the median and the mode of the set of data.

(b) If the datum ‘26’ is removed from the set of data, will the mean

increase, decrease or remain unchanged?

(c) If the datum ‘8’ is removed from the set of data, will the median

increase, decrease or remain unchanged?

(d) If the datum ‘5’ is removed from the set of data, will the mode

change?
From (a),

mean = 12,

median = 9.5,

mode = 10

(d) The removed datum is not the original mode.

∴ The mode will remain unchanged.

> 9.5 (the original median)


